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SEW MAGNET POLE SHAPE FOR ISOCHRONOUS CTCUJTItOHS*

C. E. Thorn, C. Chaamut, and A. J . S a l t s "

ABSTRACT

A new issign haa been developed for shaping pole
tip.* to prod'ics the radially Increasing fields
required for isochronous cyclotrons. The conventional
solid h i l l poles are replaced ty poles mounted over a
joall secondary gap which eap«rs redially froa maximum
at the m*gnet edge to zero near the center. Field
raeaaurements with a moael sagnet and calculations with
the code TRIM show au increase in field at toe edge of
-re magnet without tha usual corresponding large
increase in fringing, and a radial field shape more
-esrly field independent than for conventional h i l l s .
The "flying hil ls" have several advantages for
variable energy multipartielt cyclotrons: (I) a larva
reduction in the power dissipated by isochronlzing
zr:m coi ls , (£) a more constant shape and magnitude
fl-icter factor, eliminating flutter coi ls and
!:.-roajing the operatinit range, and (3J a sharper
fall-off of the fringe field, simplifying bean
extraction.

The pole tips of a variable energy, multl-
~?rtiol* isochronous cyclotron can be shaped to
provide a fixed iiochroniso and flutter at a specified
-er.tral field. For this fixed pole tip design, the
i tochroni.im correction and the flutter will increase
rapidly as the central field i s decreased, and the
recuired shapes oust be obtained with various types of
field trimming coi ls . It 13 desirable to minimise the
lemar.da on trim coils by stabilizing the shape of the
S9in field against changes in central field for at
least tao reasons: (1) The power dissipation of these
rails i s large Unee thoy must be thin enough to be
placed in -,he aagnet gap. (2j If n«ny coi ls are
required, adjusting the field can be a difficult
prieeaur". 3ir.ee the permeability of iron decreases
rapidly with increasing field, average trim coil power
i.i mir.iaized i f the pole tips ar* shaped to provide at
leajt half of the required isochronisn and flutter at
•::e highest operating field. For thla design the
required range of isochroniam is 1.00 <¥< 1.16. A
;-air?ble pole tip configuration oust therefore
:.-«d'iee a radisiiy increasing field at the highest
.-entral field which changes relatively l i t t l e as the
-•?r.tral f ie l j i i decreased Various techniques have
teen proposed or implemented which exploit saturation
effect< to produce .men stable fields.2.3

FIELD MSASUREMESTS

A sodel magne? with an 18" uiameter pole (1/11
"•»!•• if the i«EL pole) has Seen used to determine
scle c:p ieniii\3 which provide stable flutter, mlnlniio
-r-m power --on-vimpcion, and desirable edge fields for
^?xtr?Gtion. The radial profile of the magnetic field
produced 5y constant gap hllla and valleys i s quite
cable 3gain.it changes in central field, but i s 3t
oenc radially flat, and st high fields decreases
radially with 3 roughly paraooiie shap«3 as a simple
•»C'iipoteneial model predicts." To produce a radially
increasing field, it i s possible to taper the hllla
?rd/or valleys to reduce the main gap at the edge.
Wedge-shaped hi l l s of this type provide th» full
=q'iipot»ntial rise only at low i«ntr»l fields; at high
field.i they <aturate, fringii;« Increases, and the
field <r.ape becomes radially decrersing. The measured
r^tio of fields from the center to tha «dge as a
function of sodel magnet current i s shown in Figure 1
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Measured ratio of magnetic field from 8.5"
to 3.0" radius versus model main coil
currents for four h i l l geoaecrie3. Curve
B2 In Figure 4 gives excitation curve for
model.

far flat and wedge-shaped h i l l s . At low excitation
(below 10 kO) the front surfaces of these two hi l l
geomtries bocaee equipotentials. At higher »xeitation
(above 5 aaps in Figure <;, the hi l l s begin to
saturate, edge fringing increases, and the field
begins to fall well inside the magnet.

A new geometry for pole tips has been found
which provides radially increasing fields that are
much more stable than uedse h i l l s . A cross section of
a pole tip design incorporating these new "flying
hilla" is shown in Figure 2. The hi l ls are attached
to the root only near the center of-the magnet. A gap

Figure Z. Cross section of pole tip design
incorporating flying h i l l s .



. of radially increasing thickness separates the rest of
the m i l from the root. The thickness of the hi l l
iron la constant except at mall radii. The radial
profile of the field for the flying hilla varies much
lea:t with excitation thin that of an equivalent wedge
hill (hi l ls of Figure 2 with the brass replaced with
iron). The variation in the radial profile shown in
Figure 1 for the flying hill? i s about 30} that for
the wedge over the useful range (7 to 18 MS average
f;*ld). At hish fields (above IB IcC in the hills) the
•idge field i.t actually hinder for the flying hi l l than
for the wedge hill and as the excitation i s decreased)
the flying hill does not reach the equipotentlal limit
'intil much smaller fields (?bout 2 kO). The increased
edge field at high excitation i s accompanied by
decreased fringing of the field, as i3 indicated by
the normalized radial contours of the field in Figure
3. thin sharper magnetic edge has eased the
extraction problem, so that a single electrostatic
leflector should provide beam extraction in a fraction
of a turn.'
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Figure 1. Radial and aalol components and magnitude
of magnetic field in the flying hill versus
oodel main coil current.
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magnetic reluctance from the center of th» magnet to
the edge. This "channeling" of fl'ix through the h i l l
causes the magnitude of the field (the curve B in
Fig-ire t) to be nuch larger than that in a no lid wedge
h i l l , especially at lower excitation. This reduces
the permeability of the flying h i l l relative to that
for a solid hi l l at low excitation, and prevents the
flying hi l l from reaching the eoulpotential limit
until very low fields. Over the useful range ot
excitation the flying h i l l operates within a nuch
narrower rsrge of permeability then the wedge h i l l ,
which leads to the increased stabil i ty. Even at
higher excitation (21 kCj the radial component
persists, moving flux from the center toward the edge
of the magnet. Thl- redistribution of flux i s clearly
shown by the TRIM calculation in Figure 5. It i s
clear that Che field lines within the root are
diverted toward the center of the magnet, even
relativey near the edge of the pole. Thi3 reduces the
fringeir.g of field lines at the magnet edge and
produces the sharper fall-off in field outside the
pole, as indicated in Figure 3. Thus she distinction
of -.he flying h i l l i s that i t produces stable
edge-peaked fields.

fiadial profile of hi l l fields normalized to
field at 5". Solid line i s for flying
1:1Is.

Some understanding of the mode of operation of
"h* Hying hilia has been obtained by measurements of
'r.e ffelJ components in the hi l l and by calculations
•j-.ts ;tie computer code TRIM.'1 Coils would around the
Kill :<l3b with their axis directed radially, and snail
?oil*< under and over the h i l l s with their axes
.jrtdnced vertically were used with a voltage
Integrator to deduce the radial and ixlal components
wiThir: the hi l l . Figure * shows the measured
'opponents if tne field in the radial (BP) and axial
O-) directions. The field in the main gap i s very
nearly equal to 3 . in the h i l l . At low excitation the
radial component is very large, ana field lines point
along the hi l l slab: the hi l l Corns a path of low
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Figure 5. Magnetic field lines for
hil l calculated with coae

pole ar.d
TRIM.

flying



The greaear stability of the field shape for the
flying hills results in t more nearly constant flutter
factor.compared to wedge hills. Below about 20 kG in
the hllla the permeability in the wedge begins to
increase ropldly and the flutter rises sharply from
0.1 r-, 0-33. In contrast, the flying hills show a
mucn lore gradual charge In flutter, froa 0.09 to
0.2«. similar to that for flat hills. The atire nearly
constant flutter simplifies the design of the spiral
shape 5 and eliminates the need for special coils to
alter tha flutter for different beans and energies.

POLE pESIGH

The flying hllla hcv« bee.i incorporated Into a
pole tip design7 (Figure 2) for converting the SREL
synchrocyclotron into a variable energy heavy ion
isochronous cyclotron. Two additional features have
been added ee help reduce the trim coll power
consumption. Tlw valleys have been shimmed near the
edge to reduce the main gap to contribute to the
desired isochronous shape. Since the valley field is
always relatively low the iron In the poles remains
linear, and the contribution to the average radial
field shape from the valleys Is stable.
Unfortunately, the valley shims reduce the flutter,
especially at high fields, and 30 only a Halted
amount of iaoehronisn can be obtained by shimming the
•/alleys. In addition, the radius of the pole in the
hill seccora has been extended by adding "eleata" of
: ron to the pole tip edge along the hills. These
clest.i also increase the edge peaking of the field and
ca'ue -he field to fill more rapidly Just outside the
sagnet edge.

" In order to provide realistic isochronlzed fields
and to estmate power dissipation for the proposed
cyclotron, measurements of fields produced by
centered, circular trio eolla have been made with the
nodel magnet. Simpie magnetic circuit calculations
for the aodel and 5REL nagneta have been used to scale
tne measured trio coil fields to the full size magnet.
A computer code was used to 3olve by iteration for the
flux in each element which produced permeabilities,
evaluated at the local H, consistent with the measured
magnetization curves for the iron of the aodel and
SBEL magnets. The fringing and leakage reluctances
were adjusted to fit measured excitation curves for
:he model and SREL sagnets. A linear least aduares
procedure was ;ised to adjust the trin currents to
obtain a best fit of the measured main and trim field
to the desired isochronous field. Twenty-seven trim
c?ils are sufficient to provide isochronlzatlon to
* ?° of phase slip Tor a 150 HeV/aan 160 beaa.

Main coil power was estimated by using the
resistive model for the SREL magnet to scale from the
computed fields to measurements of power vs. main
field Tor the SREL synchrocyclotron." Trla coll power
•-•9:> calculated using computed trim currents and
2:(3'iming trim coils 1.0 ea high, 50f of which is
copper. A computer code was used to search for
minisun total power dissipation by varying the main
coil current. The maximum main coil power over the
operating range ia about 240 kw.

Triai coil power dissipation has been coapueed for
several different hill geometries. Tha trim power at
maximum design energy as a funct.on of ion mass is
shown in Figure 6 for flat, wedge and flyln* hills
alone and for flying hills with the edge shims and
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Figure 6. Trla power dissipation versus ion mass for
maximal energy ions fop several pole
geometries. Typical maximus design
energies are 150 H«v7aou 1 60, 100 MeV/eiDu
6oNl, snd 16 KeV/amu 23BB; see Reference 7
for the coaplete operating range of the
proposed cyclotron.

cleats of Figure 2. The fields have been i.iochron:zed
to 212 em for these calculations. The •«<• of the
flying hill leads to lower trio coil dissipation than
the corresponding wedge, and the addition of the
valley 3hios makes a further substantial reduction.
For fields which i3oehronJzed only to 2"2 cm the power
dissipation la increased acmnwhat for high mess lona
by adding an edge cleat around the h i l l s . This i s
because the cleat increases the edge peaking even at
high fields, and for the high mass beaaa, which
require high fields but ssall isochronous corrections,
the trim colls must reduce the field a* the magnet
edge. However, the edge cleats were added to permit
the field to be iaochronized to 2U5 ca and to improve
the extraction characteristics.
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